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Forces: Gravity

HYPOTHESIS

Does gravity on Earth affect objects equally? Write a hypothesis.

 

 

 

 

 

PART 1

Work with a partner. Using the objects provided, complete the following table by measuring and recording 
mass. Then drop each object from one meter above the floor. Using a stopwatch, record the time it takes to 
drop from the one meter mark to touch the floor.

Object Mass (g) Time (s)

 

 

 

OBSERVATIONS
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Forces: Gravity

PART 2

Now, with two identical papers, leave one flat and ball the other up. Complete the previous procedure. 

Object Mass (g) Time (s)

Flat paper

Balled paper  

 

OBSERVATIONS

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION

Based on your data collection, does gravity affect objects equally? Explain your thinking.
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Forces: Magnetism

PURPOSE

Students will create an electromagnet and explore the relationship between the amount of wire coiled and the 
strength of the magnet.

PROCEDURE

1. Touch an iron nail to a metal paper clip, observe.

2.  Create an electromagnet using an iron nail, battery and 
insulated wire.  Count the number of times you wrap the wire 
around the nail.  Connect to battery and determine the num-
ber of small paper clips your electromagnet can pick up.

3.  Repeat step 1 but change how many times you wrap the wire 
around the nail.  Do this two more times and complete your 
data table.

Number of turns Number of paperclips lifted

CONCLUSION

What is the relationship between electricity and magnetism based on your observations?
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Forces: Electricity

PURPOSE

Students will explore electrical energy from chemical sources through the creation of an aluminum air battery.

PROCEDURE

1.  Place a 12 inch square piece of aluminum foil on the 
table.

2. Place a folded piece of paper towel (approx. 5 inch 
square) in the center of the foil.

3. Place a heaping spoonful of activated carbon on the 
paper towel (be sure that none touches the foil).

4. Place about ten drops of salt water on the activated 
carbon.

5.  Connect a wire clip to the foil and place another clip in 
the pile of carbon.  Both wires should be connected to 
a 1V bulb, or voltmeter.

6.  Fold your foil and paper towel over so the carbon makes full contact with the clip and observe.

CONCLUSION

In this experiment, electricity was not made by burning fossil fuels or from collecting the sun’s energy.   
Where do you think the electricity came from in this activity?

 

 

  

 

  

 


